
IBM Silverpop Engage

Feature Overview
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Feature Highlights

Customizable dashboard 
with configurable widgets

Personalized (pinned) 
sending options for making 
recurring settings default

Drag and drop campaign, 
segment and webform
builders

Real-time error validation 
guides marketers through 
the sending process

Simplified sending 
experience to focus on 
most commonly performed 
actions

Graphically rich and intuitive user interface
Intuitive interface makes it easy for marketers to achieve marketing success



Feature Highlights

Visual drag and drop multi-
touch campaign builder

Automate customer 
conversations and respond 
to real-time behaviors

Integrate other channels 
into the campaign 
workflow

Powerful decision 
diamonds help you to 
route customers to the 
most relevant next action

Export, receive alerts, and 
change data based on 
customer movement 
within the campaign

Ideal for welcome, loyalty, 
events and lifecycle 
engagement campaigns

Simple to complex campaign design capabilities
Visual drag and drop editor makes designing multi-touch campaigns seamless



Feature Highlights

Marketer-friendly operators 
for easy segment creation

Access to real-time 
behavioral data

Drag and drop criteria 
selection with and/or & 
parenthetical segments

Locked queries for 
restricting access for multi-
brand/division companies

Segment on relational table 
data including purchase or 
catalog histories

Sophisticated time-based 
operators allow you to 
pinpoint recent activity

Dynamic segments are 
constantly updated and 
validated prior to a 
communication send

Sophisticated customer segmentation
Target your customers better with real-time marketer-friendly segmentation



Feature Highlights

Centralized Scoring with 
BANT, demographic and 
behavioral sections. 

Multiple scoring models 
facilitates scoring on both 
prospects / customers, by 
brand, product or geography

Configurable scoring criteria 
to suit your organizations 
requirements

Recency/Frequency Scoring –
understand contact behavior 
to identify buying signals 
and/or serve up relevant 
content to further engage 

Apply scores based on 
custom defined actions or the 
absence of taking an action

Ideal for understanding lead 
quality, customer 
engagement, RFM trending

Multiple scoring models
Discover trends and understand your customers activities and interests



Feature Highlights

Share your customers 
score, activity and recent 
cross-channel marketing 
activity with your sales 
teams through Contact 
Insight within Silverpop and 
CRM platforms.

Support for a variety of 
CRM platforms including 
Salesforce CRM, Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM and 
NetSuite.

Easily map CRM fields to 
Engage fields in a simple 
easy to use visual mapping 
interface.

Trigger a personalized 
Engage email directly from 
the CRM platform to a lead 
or contact or to a campaign 
of leads/contacts

CRM Integration
Extend the power of Silverpop Engage to your CRM system



Feature Highlights

Out of the box 
webtracking extends the 
understanding of 
customers behavior to 
the web

As easy to install as 
Google Analytics

Tracking is at the 
individual contact level, 
not in aggregate

Track page visits, page 
views, links clicked and 
any other custom web 
behaviors

Multiple domain tracking

Behaviors available for 
triggers, segmentation 
and reporting in real-time

Custom webtracking through to conversion

I shared a link to 
a blog post

I registered 
for a webinar

I played a 
media file

I visited a 
landing page + 
downloaded a 

file

I  clicked on a 
link and shopped 

online 

Understand and respond to your contacts’ behaviors to deliver a 1-1 experience

I placed an item 
into a cart but 

didn’t purchase



Feature Highlights

Over 80 pre-configured 
reports

Database growth reporting

Additional reporting 
modules including revenue 
impact, attribution and 
engagement

Industry-first Excel Add-In 
allows extraction and 
customized reporting

Automate pdf reports on a 
recurring basis

Heat-map reporting 
displays engagement 
graphically

Configurable permission for 
reporting only users

Mobile analytics and device 
reporting also available

Real-time reporting dashboards
Understand and monitor campaign performance



Feature Highlights

SMS campaign builder 
provides marketers with 
easy-to-use frameworks for 
building customer 
interactions dramatically
reducing time to value

Drag and drop campaigns 
using predefined SMS 
templates for Text to Join, 
Text for Info, Text to Vote, 
Text to Screen, or Text to 
Win

Create your own SMS 
campaign workflows and 
automatically route 
contacts based on their 
interaction with you

SMS Gateway API allows 
customers to trigger SMS 
messages from within their 
own infrastructure to 
support transactional SMS 
and SMS confirmations

Mobile Messaging - SMS
Meet your customers where they are



Feature Highlights

Bringing the power of your 
marketing platform to your 
mobile app

Personalize the app 
experience in real-time 
based on cross-channel 
data

Integrate app behaviors 
with other marketing 
channels

Track customer loyalty and 
engagement and reveal in-
app rewards

Drive customers deeper into 
the app, view mobile 
websites, click to call, take 
social action and configure 
your own action. 

Mobile Connector
Allowing personal in-app experiences for each customer in real time



Feature Highlights

Easily create dynamic 
content in emails to truly 
personalize their experience 

Available in emails and on 
landing pages

Full dynamic content area 
reporting

Utilizes the same powerful 
rule builder as 
segmentation query

Only provider that allows 
for dynamic content based 
customer’s behavioral 
attributes

Easy visual previews and 
personalization testing  of 
dynamic content rules

Build once and reuse the 
rulesets over and over

Point and click dynamic content
Tailor content based on your customer’s actions to maximize relevance



Landing Pages, Forms and Progressive WebformsFeature Highlights

Quickly import HTML 
pages, images and CSS 
files or use our intuitive 
web-based editor to create 
landing pages from scratch

Easily create webforms
with our drag and drop 
form builder. 

Avoid form abandonment 
and build a more complete 
profile of your contacts 
with progressive webforms

Use rules to determine 
what data to present on 
forms

Choose to always show 
fields or to show additional 
fields for data points not 
yet captured. 

Intelligent forms help capture preferences & build customer profiles over time 



Automated A/B testing & send time optimizationFeature Highlights

A/B/C/D testing on 
content, subject line and 
from names

Combine testing 
parameters i.e. test subject 
line and content 

Real-time reporting on 
results

Automate deliver to 
winner based on multiple 
metrics including open, 
click, effective rate

Easily create randomized 
segments on percentage or 
discrete number of 
customers

Tracks preferred open time 
at the individual level 

Pioneers of the send time 
optimization feature

Maximizing campaign performance based on customers behaviors



Social Engagement
Feature Highlights

Post messages to brand 
social network pages from 
within Silverpop

Facilitate social advocacy 
through Share to Social

Enhance acquisition 
through Silverpop forms 
on social network pages

Integrate cross channel 
behaviors into 
segmentation and 
campaign planning

Allow site visitors to 
register for online offers by 
signing in with their 
existing social network 
accounts via Social Sign-In

Engage with your audience where they like to interact



Deliverability
Feature Highlights

98% Deliverability rate –
one of the highest in the 
industry.

Deliverability Alert 
Dashboard allows you to 
actively monitor your 
deliverability performance. 

Specify the maximum 
number of email messages 
that your customers can 
receive within a specific 
period of time.  

Content Scoring with 
SpamAssassin

Specialized deliverability 
team with 40 years of 
experience

Ensure your messages read by getting it into the inbox 



API FrameworkFeature Highlights

Over 60 fully documented 
APIs programatically
supports all aspects of 
Silverpop

Robust architecture scales 
to meet any client needs 

Full test harness for 
development and testing

Comprehensive API guide 
with code and error 
samples

Constantly updated library 
with new APIs added in 
parallel with new Silverpop
releases (~every 3 months)

XML and SOAP support

Variety of authentication 
mechanisms to suit all 
customer requirements

Extend and integrate Engage with external systems


